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Forthe purpose of production realization, inJanuaryof

Besides of that, representations of 'XT3"

ooened.

2006 there was created the <Trading House>r JSC <<Kharkov
Tractor Planb) Ltd., being the exclusive distributor of XT3 technique.
Fortoday the wide dealer network is created. The geography ofsales
of XT3 technique consists of following regions: Ukraine, the Russian
Federation, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Mongolia, Moldova,
Belarus, the Baltic States, Iran, Bulgaria, Poland, Hungary Rumania,
Armenia, Georgia,Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, Kirgizstan, etc.

Also, in 2006 the <Trading House( XT3 Belgorod) was created,
being the exclusive distributor ofthe (Trading House) JSC <<Kharkov
Tractor Planb Ltd., for sale of tractor technique on teriitory of the
Russian Federation.
with the centers in Moscow. Rostov-on-Don and Novosibirsk are

The technique <XT3> from year to year becomes more and more modern and complicated in the technical plan.
Considering it, the Trading House constantly develops and expands the dealer network on granting guarantee and
service, and as the centers, supplying the spare parts. Coordination of spare parts sales on tenitory of Ukraine
carries out the (Trading HouseD JSC (Kharkov Tractor Plant) Ltd., on ieniiory ofthe Russian Federation this right
belongs to Open Company( Trading house (XTg Belgorod).

Since 2007 the range of <XT3> production is expanded by first road-building bulldozerTC-10. The first lot of this

Mongolia
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Tractor Xf3-22021 in comparison with
tractors of series XT3-170 has following
basic advantages:

re Increased in 1 .3 . .. 1 .5 times productivity,
because of application of more
powerful (220 h.p.) engine,
rear hitch of the increased load-
carrying capacity (5000 kg), tires
of high bearing ability (4500 kg),
which allows aggregating a
tractor with wide-cut and high-
speed implements.

The expanded universality of
tractor at the expense of equipping it by the
new power take-off shaft (PTO), the multisection
proportional hydro distributor and system of

, automatic control of the three-point hitch, the gearbox with the increased number of speeds
/1A/a\  +ha+ al lnrrrc +n awnanr{  aocan+ialhr  caf  nf  +ha i rnnlarnanfc nzrrr i r l inn infrnr l r  rn+inn af  fha(16/8) that allows to expand essentially set of the implements, providing inhoduction of the
newest agro technologies.

t." The improved operator labour conditions at the expense of the tractor equipping by new
spacious cabin with the central location of the operator and additional seat of the passenger,
with the improved visibility, the convenient entrance in cab, rationally located controls, noise-
vibro-insulation, the air conditioner-heater and electronic instruments. Considerably will simplify
the work on tractor presence of prestarting heater of the engine, the additional fuel lifting pump,
easy readjust ablePTO and the increased illumination for work at night time.

* 
Execution of increased requirements of safety precautions and reduction of harmful influence
on environment at the expense of application of the cabin with safety frame, tvvo-contour, two-
wire pneumatic brake system, asbestos free frictional materials, more economical engine and
the wheels, providing decrease of slipping and reduction of specific pressure upon the soil.

$&* Consider,able quantity of options, such as the saiellite navigation, the super slowed down
speeds, the device for doubling of wheels and others, will allow the consumer to generate
individually tractor configuration according to its wishes and possibilities; tractor use as bases
for industrial, municipal and forest machine at the expense of keeping of tractor configuration
with free rear s€mi frame.

Englne model JaMZ-236NK PTO speed, rev/min 540 r 1000

Ehgine nominal power, kl4(HP) 173 (235) Dimensions(Uw/h), mm 6400/2505/3300w Range ofspeeds, fo.ward, kn/h 1,4A-32,26Track, mm 1860

Range of sposds, reverse, km/h 2,24-9,09 Fuel tank, / 430

Drawbar pull. kN (kgt 40 (4000) Tires 67075 R32 160 Ae

PTO
R€ar,

indoPsndenl Operation weight, kg 9600
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K L"bow conditions of the operator (excellent visibility,
high degree of safety, ventilation and heating,
the steering column adjustable on height and
angle of inclination, possibility of installation
of the hydraulic steering, etc.) are improved.

drive of farm imolements and devices of
different functions.

The hydraulic system of bilateral action
allows controlling of the hinged, semi hinged

. Hydrosiatic steering

n- The tractor design allows:
- to change the track ofthe front and rearwheels;
- to change the agro technical clearance (tractor height)
by lurn of final drives and readjustment of the front axle.

g- The separate drive of brakes provides possibility to brake
one of the driving wheels that allows carrying out more
abruot tufn with less radius.

g
H For providing of the work with heavy implements, the

tractor is completed with ballast weighls.
be eqripped with plough-
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implements

dividing between the axles for the best

engine of the

,?ffiW

'  Automatic hitch
. Doubling wheel device
. Doubling wheel device with
set of additional wheels

. Engine pre-starting heater

. Gearbox with creeping speeds

. Fuel consumption indicator

. Hydraulic controlled draw hook

. Bulldozer equipment

Srprrs

T-150K + Universal disk unit YAA-3,1, stubble of winter wheat

T-150K + Plough hinged IIHH-5
T-150K + Unit conibined AK-4,4
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Doubling of wheels reduces
specific ground pressure to level
of pressure ofthe crawler tractor,
that promotes preservation of the
fertile layer of soil and successful
tractor use ai sub soiling
technologies of planls cultivation.

Doubling of wheels allows
increasing ihe traction
characteristics of the tractor.

n- Base of tractor - desion of T-150K tractor is familiar to machine ooerators.

ffi n4or" comfortable cabin, the improved working conditions of the tractor
operator, possibility of installation of the air conditioner.

&q Presence at farms and in the market of implements and agricultural
machines.

dras Simple design and unpretentious in operation engine JAMZ 236!-3
(Russia) on tractors Xf3-17221, economic engine BF6M1013E
(Germany) on tractors XT3-17021, economic engine D260.9-50 (Belarus) '

tractors XT3.17 221 -1 8.

1 , 8 7
1,54
2,22

3,00

4,42
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The further modernization of tractors series 170.
ui Additional equipment
! to the tractor:
. Air conditionerg&: -

* 
Application of plastic for facing elements, roof of the cabin and
wings, allows simplifying of the tractor units service.

:$-- 
The expanded range of speeds up to 16 - forward, and also increase
of the maximum speed up to 40 km/hour allows using more rationally
the tractor for performance of labour-consuming agricultural and
transport works with considerable reduction of the expense of fuel,
so also decrease the cost of the executed works.

'  Doubling wheel device
. Doubling wheel device with
set of additional wheels

. Engine pre-starting heater

. Fuel consumption indicator

. Hydraulic controlled draw
nooK

The cabin with safety frame equipped with central localed seat of the operator, has
improved interior, which provides good visibility, tightness, thermo-noise insulation. Air
in the cabin is warmed up and filtered bythe ail conditioner, which supports demanded
conditions in the cabin. Suspended seat, convenient anangement of controls and
instruments ofthe tractor, create comfortable working conditions ofthe driver, reduce his
fatigue, the rigid framework of cabin and seat belts reliably protect the driver in case of
tractor overturning. The cabin has passed certified tests for safety and the Conformity
Certificate is received. The hydrostatic steering unit of "Danfoss" Company (Denmark)
or "Lifam" (Yugoslavia) with an adjustable steering column provides easy and
convenient steering with effort on the steering wheel up to 2 kg.
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to use it with forage, loading and other equipment, demanding

xT3-16131 + Unit soil-cultivating Af-o

4,48
4,83

f f '  The modernized
gearbox: strengthened

hydraulic clutch packs,
bearings of the transfer
box, gear wheels provide

the tractortraction up to 5 tons
on the first and second ranges,
that gives the possibility to
provide deep ploughing on
heavy soils. The expanded
range of speeds to 16 forward
and 8 reverse allows picking up
the more exact soeed at work
with various imolements.

16,4
7,6
o ' J

6,0
6,9

that allows
of the

front hitch.
Hs High traction properties of tractor and low slipping during performance of

power-intensive works it is reached by means of driving axles with
automatic blocking of differential.

W Front and rear hitches and also front and rear independent PTo open
the wide possibilities of aggregation and combination of different

increasing of road-holding ability and allows to use the tractor on raw-crop works with the high
straightforwardness.

0,94
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r: Adaitional equipment
:ill to the tractor:

. Fuel consumption indicator

. Gearbox with a slow speed reducer
' Bulldozer equipment

ill Simple design and unpretentious in operation engine of Russian production JaMZ-236D3
with power 175HP.

operations.

characteristics tractor XT3-150-05-09 corresponds to 4 tons force class.

Absolutely new qualities are given to the farm tractor by additional

conveyance of granular building materials.
At removed the bulldozers equipment the tractor can be used on all

works peculiar to it - ploughing, the soil presowing cultivation, sowing, etc.
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. Ukraine

. Russian Federation

. Kazakhstan

. Uzbekislan

. Tajikistan

. Turkmenistan
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The single frame safe cabin with a plastic roof, the central landing of

W eaaxionakiquipment
w
W to the loade':

. Adapter for fast change of

the working equipment
. Assembly hook
. Cargo fork
. Holding device
. Household fork
. Replaceable basket for beet

loading, Volume 3m3

the operator, the pendant pedals, the modernized steering column,
the improved interior (polymeric guards of the cabin bars, front and
rear panels, a roof ceiling are applied), the improved visibility for the
account of the increased glass area is installed;

The tractor gravity centre is lowered for the account of an arrangement of fuel tanks in interwheel
space. The volume of fuel tanks is increased, that will allow to work more time without refueling;

,$ The plastic hood, improving convenience of servicing of the engine and its systems, plastic rear
fenders is installed:

Sl The loader hydrbulic system (the new hydro tank and the hydro distributor of the working
facilities with control system is installed) is modernized;

{! The pneumatic sysiem is modernized, the new two-section brake valve is installed;
t-t r

" New control of gearbox ranges of cardan type is installed.
*!:::: Installed new (type of XT3-17221-09) systems of clearing of air cleaning and release of the

exhaust gases, improving working conditions of the engine.

lsri Transport headlights are transferred on the portal of the loading equipment and turn together
with front semi frame, that provides improvement of light exposure of a roadbed;
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Hyd rostatic transmission provides the maximum

It is simple in service, because of block-modular design of components
and units.

Hydrostatic braking with the full control of speed without

Exclusive controllability, especially on small areas
and on downgrades

Ability to carry out the speed changing and turns at full load.

Automatic changing of speed and power, depending on external loads.
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Engine make
Nominal power, kW (h.p.)

Nominal speed, rev. /min.

Number of cylinders

Anangement of cylinders
Diameter ofthe cylinder/piston stroke, mm

Displacement, L

Start-up system
Specific fuel consumption, g/kw h. (g/h.p.h)

Clutch
Gear box
Number of ranges/gears, forward

Number cif ranges/gears, reverse
Speed of movement, foMard, km/h

Speed of movement, reverse, km/h

Main drives
Final drives

PTO

Hyd.o m.chanl@|, rot€r shln wihln edr Enss

3,S0-6,13t  8,18-12,88;  18,82-31,00

Conic€|. \,'ittr sDimlteeln and nter wha€l ditrGr€ntal

Single stage planetary reduslion gear

Hydrostailc steeing with artculated frame

23,1R26 Single - 4ps, Doubled - 8 wheels

Rea., 2 End 3polnrhirch, t
litung c€pacrly -4500

Engine oil, l .
Gear box oil, L

Driving axles oil, l.

Hydraulic hitch system oil, l.

Steering system oil, l.
PTO reducer oil, l.

Fuel tank, l.
Engine cooling system, l.

Type of cooling liquid

Pulling Force, kgf

Brakes
Steering device

Running system
Ires
Batteries

The hinged devices / working equipment
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Speed range Speed. km/h

I 3 5,
5,

9
'10 2

l

1 7
21

3 24
4 29

35,4C (3544

KTff i*%7&W3

wTm&ff i%m3

wTffi*1VmW%
Spe6d range Speed, kn h

3 9 t
2 4 5 7
3 l 1 60.

. 1 3

9.5C

3 1 L

4 9.28

Speed range Spssd, kr/h

57,
2 1 7 57
3 9a 57

2, 57
3

2 30,
3 30,

6 30,

45,
38.

7
2 8,8
3 10,'

't 3,t 27
17.i

2 20 45 1E
1 ! L

3

La
ll reverse | 2

ranoe tt
30,0o i3000t

Spead range Spe€d, krvh

60,00
60,00

7 45,40
37.702

3

26,
21.14

)0

IV
2
3

60,00 {600c)
51,36 (5136)

)
)
)__
I-

6.55 {tts5)

Speed range

;0 00

l

1

3 /.80
1.86
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Maintenance with the specifications and technical

documenlation:
- technical description and operating instruction;
- tractor passport;
- catalogue of parts and assembly units;
- service book;
- consumerouestionnaire.

Guarantee obligations:
- All production is provided wiih limely warranty service in

all areas of Ukraine, the Russian Federation, the CIS
countries through the network of dealer points and the
technical centers;

- For maintenanc€ of guarantee obligations in the far
abroad countries departure of experts of factory is
carried out;

- The consulting and technical help in post guarantee
^^6r.tin^ n6ri^.1

- Spare parts supplying;

- All techniques are provided with spare parts on all l ife
cycle by the nomenclature more than 1000 parl names;

- Maintenance with sDare Darts of the traclors which have
been laid off.

,.,,.,&*t..,),':.
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Using of original spare parts at carrying out of repair work -

is guarantee of long{erm problem less operation of your
technioue.

Open Company <Trading House of Open Society
(Kharkov Tractor PIanb) has the exclusive right on
realization of spare parts, manufactured by the Kharkov

ffiw

Presence of the hi{ech equipment, automalic and
product lines allows making qualitative spare parts for
repair of tractors XTg in wide assortment: gearboxes, PTO
reducer, clulch, frame, cabin, facing details, and also other
paris for minor repair and lechnical service.

The majority of spare parls are unifled, that is are
applied on all l ineup of tractors. Such unification
considerably facilitates repair and service of tractors, and
also allows to lower expenses for repair and to [educe
techniques idle times.

The soare Darts are made with observance of
specifications and state standards; it provides high quality
and reliability.



- on the basis of

mould-board ploughing
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sowing by the row-crop seeders

deep cultivation
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mulching with simultaneous sowing

mulching with simultaneous sowing

The system of direct sowing (NO-Till) - is based on sowing into
soil at full savings of plant residues.
by low expenses for production, restoration of the humus and soil

the not cultivated
The system is characterized
comDaction decrease.

r of preserving, rnulehing and Sire*t s
production tractare" ypu will aehieve



Cultvator for the presowing soil cultivation Shepetovsky zavod
cultivator

Mechanical seeder of minimum and zero cvcle



Sh6potovsl(!| 26vod
qJltlvator

Machine for the liouid fertilization

Aggregate for the herbicides entering

Multipurpose mulcher with horizontal axle

Combination of the mowers + crushers

NOVACAT 305 H ED+
306 F ED

Semi mounted , rotor 9pe swath former

Semi mounted , rolor type swath former

LMR-171s



Earth-moving machine on the basis of tractor T-155M with engihe model JAMZ-236D-3 and 125 h.p. power,
with hydro mechanical power shift gearbox, without breakage of powet tonent, with speed reducer
The special equipment:
- high-speed chain excavator of continuous aciion, depth of t.ench digging-1,2 m, widih- 0,65 m, produciivity
180-200 length m/hour, depth offoundation ditches digging to 3,0 m, width to 3,S m, productivity 140 length
rvnouri
- the bulldozer eqr.tipment with tuming blade, angle of turn 25 . to the Ieft or to the right, depth of lowering-
300 mm, height of lifting-300 mm;
- Winch, load-carrying capacity 5 r.

Machine for cutting of hard suffac€s and frozen soil on the base of XI3-150K-09 tractor with JaMZ-236fl3
engine, power 175h.p., hydro mechanical power shift gearbox and speed r€ducer, Equipped with device for
cutting of tEnches in frozen and lighter soils, and also hard surfaces of roads and the areas (including
asphalt), Depth oflhe trahches '1,6 - 2.0 m, efficiency - 40 length meters/hour.

TJanches excavator, chain type, installed on the base of XT3-'1s0K49 tractor with JaMZ-23683 engine,
l75h.p. with hydro rnechanical power shift gearbox and speed reducer. Equipped with device for tAnches
cutt ing, depth of cutt ing 1.5nr, width tranches cutt ing is 270,400,500mm

The shunting rail tractor is created on the basis of tractor XT3-150K-09 with engine JAMZ-236D-3 of .175 h.p.
and hydro mechanical power shift gearbox. lt is intended for performance of shunting works with a railway
rolling stock and works with truck trailerc.

The multiple-purpos6 raihrvay machine is creat€d on the basis of tractor XTgl SOK-Og wilh enoine JAMZ-
236D3, 175 h p. and hydro mechanical power shilt gearbox. lt is intended for pertofmance of-works on reDair
and lhe maihtenance of railwavs-

Snow r€moving machine, installed on the base ofXT3-150K-09 kactor with Ja[,lZ-23643 engine, 175h.p.,
with hydro mechanical power shift gearbox.
It is equipped with milllng-fotary machine, which has productivity 900 meters/h at snow height 1.2 m and 2.4
m width.

Drilling-crane machine, installed on the base of X73,17221 ttactot wrth JaMZ-23643, power 175 h.p. and
hydro mechanical power shift gearbox lt is equipped with drill for boring of chinks. depth of boring to 3 m,
lifting ot arrow to 7 m, mouniing of piles in height 12M, load-carrying capacity to 2000 kg.

Drilling-crane machine, installed on the base ot XT3-17221tractor with JaMZ-23643, power 175 h.p. and
hydro mechanical power shift gearbox. lt is equipped with drill for boring ofchinks, depth of boring to 2.5 m,
lifting of arrcw to 7 m, mounting of piles in height '12M, load-carrying capacity to 20OO kg.

The wheeled bulldozer on the base of XI3-'17221 tractor with JaMZ-23643 engine, 175h,p. and hydro
mechanical power shift gearbox
It has bulldozer equipment,,riih turning blade, angle of turn is 25'to Ieft orto right, depth ol lowerjng-
300mm, height of l i ft ing-300mm.

It is industrial complete set of XT3-17221 tractor wilh JaMZ-236!3 eng ine, '175h.p. and hydro mechanical
power shift gearbox with speed reduce( maximum tractor speed-sskm/h.
It is intended for installation ofthe ditrerent industrial equipment and operations with semitrailers. Equipped
with drawbar hook with double-side shock-absorbinq.

It is forest industry complete set of XT3-17221 tractor with JaMZ-23643 engine, 175h.p, and hydro
mechanical power shift gearbox. lt is equipped with strengthened frame and axles, cabin safety frame.
It is intended for installation oFskidded eouiDment.

It is factor XT3-17221-08 wlth JaMZ"236A3 engine, 175h.p, and hydro mechanical power shift gearbox.
Tractof equipped wjth tipping semi kailer capacity of 27 m3..

LT-157
LT-'171

Skidding machine on the base ofXT3-17221 tractor with JaMZ-23643 englne, l75h.p. and hydro
mechanical power shift gearbox. Equipped with choker and forest skidding device with tongs, the maximum
weight of skidded wood balers - 6 15 t. The winch pulling force -70 xN.

It is mobile welding staiion on the base ofXT3-16131'O2.
It is intended for installation of lour welding rectifiers for the welding of pipe cluplings in lhe field conditions.
The lifring capacify of the boorn - 1000 kg, maximum lifting heighl-3.9 m.

The water pumping off unit on the basis oi tractor T-150-05{9-12 with engine JAMZ-236D-3 power 175 h.p.
and hydro mechanical gearbox without brcakage ol the power lorrent (power shift). lt is intended for fast
pumping off the rain, thawed and ground water from kanches and foundation ditches ai building of the oil .
gas pipelines, End also it is used in extreme siluations at high waters and flooding. The pressure ofthe
slream is up lo 20 melers, deplh of sucl ion - 5 m., and lhe



TECHNIQUE
OF THE SPECIAL

PURPOSE

XT3.26H

lf it is necessary for you to reach in the mostfar places, through the snow
and sand, mound and taiga, marshes and lakes, on countryroads and
lack of roads, moreover, - to deliver cargo or to perform works in difficulty
reachable areas -vehicle XT3-3H willhelpyou to overcome alldifficulties and will
provide performance of anytask.

Mass, kg 10300
Load-canying capacity, kg 2000
Mass of towed trailer, kg 4000
Crew + passengers, (people)

Length/width/height 6454i3150/'1650
Gfound clearance, mm 400
The engine four stroke diesel
Power, h.p. 240

On the soil road 60
Afloat 4-6
Average specific pressure upon ground, kg/cm2 0,24
The maximum angle of ascent (desc€nt)/roll, deqrees 35t25

The muliiple-purpose caterpillar chassis is intended for installation on it of the
various equipmenl, including drill ing, for performance of special works in the
conditions of imDassabilitv in the farthest areas.

l\4ass, kg 1 1 2 0 0
Load-canylng c€pacity, kg 4300

Length/width/height 72101315011640
Ground clearance, mm 400
The engine four stroke diesel
Power, h,p, 3 1 0

On the soil road 60
Afloat

Average specific pressufe upon ground, kg/cm2 0,3
The maximum anqle of ascent (descent)/roll, dearees 35t25

XT3-1OH

TRANSPORT
CATERPILLAR

SNOW-MARSH
RUNNING VEHICLE

XT3.3H

TRANSPORT
CATERPILLAR

VEHICLE

f {::i riit*i' *i*i s:}s$f*tf:iit'$i; 3ltt}iut{iis tr*&t$i**

The multiple-purpose vehicle provides performance of various transport and
other specialworks, and also instaliation on it ofthe various equipment, including
the drilling equipment, forperformance ofworks in difficultlv accessible areas_



(Trading House)r J5C <Kharkov Tractor

275, ave. Moskovsky,61007 ,
Kharkov Ukraine

PlantD Ltd.

Tel . :  +38 (057)  715-13 ' i4
Fax: +38 (067) 579-98-99 mail: td@tdxtz.com.ua


